Business Services
Procurement and Contracting
16550 SW Merlo Road
Beaverton, OR 97003
(503) 356-4324
May 20, 2019
SOLICITATION ADDENDUM NO. 2
ITB 19-0018
Raleigh Hills Asphalt Walking Path Replacement
THE FOLLOWING CHANGES/ADDITIONS TO THE ABOVE CITED SOLICITATION ARE ANNOUNCED:
This Addendum modifies the Invitation to Bid (ITB) document(s) only to the extent indicated herein. All other
areas not changed or otherwise modified by this Addendum shall remain in full force and effect. This
Addendum is hereby made an integral part of the ITB document. Bidder must be responsive to any
requirements of this Addendum as if the requirements were set forth in the ITB. Failure to do so may result
in Bid rejection. See the ITB regarding requests for clarification or change and protests of this Addendum, and
the deadlines for the foregoing.
This addendum is to be acknowledged in the space provided on the Bidder Certification form supplied in the
solicitation document. Failure to acknowledge receipt of this addendum may be cause to reject your offer.
The closing date REMAINS UNCHANGED: May 29, 2019 at 2:00 PM Pacific Time
CLARIFICATIONS:
Clarifications and Questions from May 15, 2019 Pre-Bid Meeting
Question:
Answer:

What is the potential start date?
The District has applied for permits, so we are five to six weeks out. Work can begin as soon
as permits are received.

Question:

When the track is removed, is someone else going to stake it out? Is that a requirement for
us?
That is the Contractor’s responsibility.

Answer:
Question:
Answer:

Is there anything included when we remove the asphalt, and we find 2” of rock, run into soft
dirt, etc.?
Everything must be returned to the preexisting condition, so rock removed, fill dirt, grass
seed. Finished product to District standards is required.

Question:
Answer:

On the trees, are you going to do any trimming?
Currently there is no plan for trimming. Roots in the way can be yanked out unless there is a
safety concern. The District can look into tree trimming upon the Contractor’s request.

Question:

1% side slope?
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Answer:

Yes, we need that for ADA with goal variance up to 2%.

Question:
Answer:

Is the field irrigated?
Yes.

Question:
Answer:

Construction vehicles must come in from the southeast entrance?
Yes.

Question:
Answer:

School schedule? Is there anything happening over the summer?
No school events are scheduled prior to August 19, 2019.

Question:
Answer:

Clean outs on the tracks? Are those identified on the plans?
Yes.

-END of Addendum
Justin Sweet
Contract Specialist
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